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Investigative Activity:Investigative Activity: Interview with Witness

Involves:Involves: Roger Dale Slate (W)

Date of Activity:Date of Activity: 09/29/2021

Activity Location:Activity Location: Scene - 2469 Kimberly Pkwy. E, , Columbus, OH 43232, Franklin
County

Author:Author: SA Ryan D. Scheiderer, #89

Narrative:Narrative:

On September 29, 2021, at approximately 1315 hours, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Identification
and Investigation (BCI) Special Agent (SA) Ryan Scheiderer met with Roger Slate (Slate) at 2469
Kimberly Parkway E. in Columbus, Ohio, to discuss why his red 2002 Jeep Cherokee bearing
Ohio temporary registration M554544 was parked at that location. The vehicle had a cracked
windshield and the rear driver's side cargo area window was busted with what appeared to be
a point of origin for the damage. Agents were concerned the vehicle may have been struck
by bullets when an officer from the Columbus Division of Police (CPD) fatally shot Kyle Veyon
(Veyon) in the street on Kimberly Parkway.

Slate explained he lived on Kimberly Parkway E. until July 15th of this year. Slate left the Jeep
parked at this location because the tires were flat and he wasn't able to move it. Initially, Slate
claimed the vehicle had no other damage. Slate's last contact with the vehicle was two to three
weeks prior to this date. SA Scheiderer escorted Slate to the vehicle and after inspecting it, Slate
stated the crack in the windshield was new damage, but the damage to the rear cargo area
window was old. Slate signed a Consent to Search form allowing agents access to his vehicle to
inspect it for evidence of being struck by bullets.

SA Scheiderer and SA Shane Hanshaw conducted an interior examination of the vehicle and
weren't able to locate any evidence that the vehicle had been struck by gunfire. SA Scheiderer
asked SA Aja Chung to photograph the vehicle to document the damage. No further action is
required reference this vehicle.

Attachments:Attachments:

Attachment # 01: Roger Slate Consent to Search Form 9.29.2021
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